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I. Allies 
 a. Best Friend/Sidekick – Optimally, this relationship becomes complicated. Just like in 
real life, no one wants to feel perpetually like the “Robin” to someone else’s “Batman.” One 
example would be Watson in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes novels and stories. 
 
 b. Reluctant Ally – character who shares a common interest/goal with your character, 
even though they are at odds with each other, compete with each other (for a romantic interest, 
for being best in the class, for popularity, for that last spot on the cheerleading squad, etc.), or 
just hate each other’s guts. (Note: sometimes these reluctant allies even evolve eventually into 
romantic interests.) 
 
 c. Family Members/Caregivers – again, these relationships are, ideally, a little 
complicated. Nobody wants to read about Jane’s perfect relationship with her unflawed sisters, 
mom, and dad who support everything she ever does and never ask anything of her. (Yawn.) For 
example, in Free Lunch, a middle-grade novel by Rex Ogle, the protagonist has a very 
complicated relationship with his unstable and abusive mother but a good relationship with his 
grandmother. She cannot, however, protect him from his mother. (If she did, there wouldn’t be a 
book. It would end quickly with “And then she protected me and I went to live with her.” It 
doesn’t.)  
 
 
2. Romantic Interests 
 a. The Unattainable One – This character’s purpose is usually to characterize the 
protagonist. Sometimes he or she also is a device to drive the plot forward, as the protagonist 
goes to whatever fruitless lengths to try to attain him/her. Often, he/she really isn’t worth it. 
Example, Daisy in The Great Gatsby. 
 
 b. The Boy/Girl Next Door (or Best Friend that the protagonist never realized could 
be the one) – Yeah, it’s a trope, but it’s a warm-and-fuzzy one when that person ends up being 
The One that Works Out. (See, “d,” below.) For a great YA example of this, check out the novel 
Have a Little Faith in Me, by Sonia Hartl. 
 
 c. The Seducer/Seductress/Bad Boy/Bad Girl – Like the Unattainable one, this 
character helps to characterize the protagonist through his/her/their relationship. Often this 
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character (unlike “The Unattainable One,” who is usually held at arm’s length even for the 
reader) can be very dynamic, interesting, and likeable. Often they brood (think Heathcliff in 
Wuthering Heights), and other times they flirt. It’s not unusual for the reader to wish that the 
protagonist ends up with this character…until, ultimately, it’s clear that this character is just bad 
for the protagonist.  
 
 d. The One that Works Out – Optimally, like in all good relationships and with all 
believable characters, this character isn’t perfect, but we have seen him/her/them grow, as the 
protagonist has, during the course of the novel. 
 
 
3. Archetypes 
 a. The Mentor – The character who guides the protagonist on his/her/their journey. 
Often that person has experienced something akin to what the protagonist will experience or, for 
other reasons, has wisdom to impart. Please, however, give this person some flaws because 
perfect people are boring. In The Hunger Games, by Suzanne Collins, for instance, Haymitch is 
an interesting mentor because not only is he initially a reluctant one, but he’s psychologically 
damaged from his own experiences in the games. He has a lot to teach Katniss, but because he’s 
an alcoholic and is moody, the reader is never quite sure that he will be consistently reliable. 
 
 b. The Innocent (He/She Who Must Be Saved) – This character often propels the 
protagonist into action (you know, running around trying to save her/him) and, in addition, 
characterizes the protagonist through the way the protagonist relates to her. To reference The 
Hunger Games again, both Katniss’s sister, Prim, and Rue, the youngest tribute in the Hunger 
Games, are Innocents.  
 
 c. The Leader/Boss – This character is often the rule-enforcer and often tries to rein in 
the protagonist or keep him/her/them in line. This doesn’t mean he/she/they are the antagonist, 
necessarily, however. This person’s restrictions often given the protagonist something to rebel 
against, push back against, or subvert. It could be a matriarch or patriarch, a teacher or principal, 
a boss at work or in the military, or the leader of some other kind of group, including a social 
group. 
 
 d. The Wild Card – This character might be the eccentric student (or teacher) who 
changes an ordinary lesson/day/year into something else (often “throws a wrench” into things), 
the impossible-to-predict member of the group, the crazy person, etc. He/she/they serve a 
specific purpose: to get things off track and to make shake things up, often making people—
including the protagonist—see things a different way. Example, Mrs. Passworth in One 
Mississippi by Mark Childress. 
   
  


